CCM Intersessional Meeting: Cooperation and assistance

Technical Workshop on Cooperation and Assistance

Monday, April 15, 2013

Chaired by

Paola Ramirez, Permanent Mission of Mexico, Geneva
and Björn Cappelin, Permanent Mission of Sweden, Geneva
Objectives of the workshop:

• To gain a better understanding of policies, approaches and best practices towards the future funding of stockpile destruction and victim assistance.

• To identify other possible channels to support victim assistance (other than traditional mine action funding channels). Further explore triangular and south-south cooperation.

• To gain a better understanding of how donor governments are ensuring that they approach victim assistance from a broad and a long term perspective.
Panelists:

- Mr. Claude Peffer, General services programme of NATO
- Ms. Ingunn Vatne, Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Ms. Krista Orama, Human Rights and Disability, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights,
- Mr. Lode Dewaegheneire of Belgium, coordinator on transparency measures (on reporting on cooperation and assistance).